
YEAR 9 English Assessment 2:   Response to TEXT   

Context Artistic Enterprise 

Assessment Due Week 8 (Done in class 5 sessions) 

In this assessment you will have watched the movie “King Richard”. You will be asked to identify  
how the main idea is supported by visual and verbal techniques. You will identify the main idea and 
link this clearly to our context

In this assessment I will be evaluating your ability to:

• Identify how the film maker uses the main idea to support his message with visual and 
verbal techniques.

• Identify at least one verbal and two visual features with effect to support the main idea or 
message 

• Write an explanatory essay in a style which is appropriate to audience and purpose.

 

You need to:

• carefully watch the movie and identify the main message / idea and link this to our context.

• identify two visual and one verbal feature in the movie that supports the main idea

• write five paragraphs (each at least 300 words each) in an explanatory essay using the 
TEXAS writing structure. 

• Paragraph One ....The main idea is ..........This support our context by .........

• Paragraph Two.... The visual technique used by the director is .....and this supports the main 
idea by ......

• Paragraph Three... Another visual technique used that supported the main idea was .....

• Paragraph Four....A verbal technique used was ...refer (to lyrics from California Dreaming 
and the Gambler)  

• Paragraph Five In conclusion we can sum up by .........

• you would need to us the TEXAS Structure in each paragraph.

Know’s 

KNOW: Text creators manipulate the codes, conventions, and features of texts and can break conventions 
for effect. They have their own preferences and styles, which influences their choices. 

KNOW: Text creators choose text structures to create meaning. These structures can be combined and 
recombined for particular effects.
KNOW: Language works at both denotative and connotative levels. There is a gap between the language we 
choose to convey an idea and how the idea is understood. Our language choices and how we interpret 
language can reveal our values and beliefs.



We are DOING an essay to justify that the director was influenced in different ways by their context and 
may interpret a text differently from one another and from me.
We are DOING an essay to create a text that can contribute to national and global conversations through 
my original interpretations of texts and through the texts I create.
We are Doing an Essay by organising my own text by revising and editing and proofreading the text to 
check the grammar, spelling, and punctuation.


